Identification or the pluralisation of the person.
Man's life cannot be condensed into a single function, one ideology or a single sex. This is what one may see in our contemporary reality which becomes more and more heterogeneous in so many areas such as sex, speech, and work. The role of the double, the guardian angel, the anthropological twin, is at present held by a sort of psychological and social duplicity which plays with the various assignments attributed to identity. If one considers the shadow as a metaphor of the double, of plurality, one is led on one hand to a more complex order and on the other hand, to a communal conception of life. Since everything has its place in social reality, everyone can live there. The essential lesson of openness, induced through the notion of 'person', is not to deny what may seem strange or foreign, not to satisfy oneself with tolerance, but to appreciate the solid organicity it serves to impulse at its just value.